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Questys Solutions Selects LEAD Technologies’ Document Imaging SDK for its Questys Pro Viewer –  

Multi-license Contract Secured 

Charlotte, NC (February 2, 2005) - LEAD Technologies, Inc., developer of the award-winning LEADTOOLS line of imaging developer 
toolkits, announces a new customer relationship with Questys Solutions. Questys plans to integrate technology from the LEADTOOLS 
Document Imaging SDK into their Questys Pro Document Imaging Solution. A multiple developer-seat license agreement was secured in early 
January. 

Questys Solutions has been providing electronic records and document management solutions since 1980. Designed for the small to mid sized 
business, their Questys Pro Document Imaging system brings an enterprise feature set to an off the shelf, easy to use document 
management application. Questys Pro makes it simple for end-users to transition into electronic document management with an intuitive, 
user-friendly interface and a low price. 

Questys chose the LEADTOOLS Document Imaging SDK to develop the viewer portion of their Questys Pro Document Imaging system, 
incorporating LEADTOOLS image viewing, manipulation, editing and annotation support.  

“We chose LEADTOOLS because from a programming standpoint, the ease of use of their SDK, combined with the minimal time it takes to 
update Questys Pro software when new releases of LEADTOOLS are available is imperative in our development process,” explained Milenko 
Djuricin, Vice President of Development at Questys Solutions,” LEADTOOLS provides a large selection of image editing tools, which we will be 
utilizing as we expand Questys Pro imaging functionality. We also plan to move to LEADTOOLS Fast TWAIN scanning in the near future, which 
will be embedded within the Questys Pro image viewer.” 

The LEADTOOLS Document Imaging toolkit gives developers the tools to build powerful document imaging systems. With features such as 
annotations, high-speed Twain scanning, document image processing (doc-clean), and specialized compression options, developers are 
equipped with the necessary tools to help them get their application built quickly and easily. 

“We are happy to welcome Questys Solutions as a new customer and partner and look forward to a long-lasting business relationship,” stated 
Technical Sales Account Manager, Greg Kieslich. We are proud that our Document Imaging technology can be found in yet another high-end 
quality software solution like Questys Pro Document Imaging System.  

 

About Questys Solutions  
Questys Solutions was founded in 1980 as a technology-driven company providing electronic records & document management solutions. 
Questys’ products can be purchased from their nationwide VAR Channel program, as well as from distribution at Ingram Micro. Questys 
Solutions is headquartered in Mission Viejo, CA.  

About LEAD Technologies, Inc.  
Since 1990, LEAD Technologies, Inc. has been a global leader in the imaging developer toolkit market, providing programmers with feature-
rich tools to “image-enable” their software applications. LEAD Technologies pioneered the fastest software-only image compression and 
continues to lead the field in advancing new imaging technologies and offers those technologies to programmers worldwide. 
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